With Anytime Mandarin, you can now learn
Mandarin Anytime, Anywhere you want!
 Google Classroom
 Pre-Class Video
 Class Worksheet
 Post-Class Video
 WhatsApp Chat Group

If you missed any class, here are the options available:
 Watch our recorded class video for self-revision
 Arrange a 30-minute free make-up session before the next class
 Sit in another class to make-up the missed lesson for free ^
 Private tuition at a discounted rate
^ Depending on class availability, RSVP required

Our Group Class Schedule
 Weekdays


Morning 10 a.m. – 12 noon



Evening 7 p.m. – 9 p.m.

 Saturdays


Afternoon 2 p.m. – 4 p.m.

 Sundays


Morning 11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Private Tuition
 General Purpose
 Business
 Professional（e.g. Healthcare, Retail, etc.）
 O-Level
 IGCSE
 IB

VIP Service
Anytime Mandarin offers a complete, personalized solution of
learning Chinese that really works. Our VIP service has four main
components:


Expert Consultation



Study Material Consultation



One-on-One Tutoring



Conversation Practice

Why Learn with Anytime Mandarin?
 Our very own courseware integrates China and
Worldwide Chinese Language teachings
 We extract the essence from various textbooks so that
you can Learn Faster and Learn Better!

Our Mandarin Learning Framework
NUMBER OF GRAMMAR POINTS

“I’m not catching up with the lesson, help!!”
Our ADAPTIVE 3-TIER SYSTEM for learners with various paces
•

Mechanical Exercise - We start with these to make sure you
can handle the basic form. These are easiest, and they’re a good
place to start if the grammar point is entirely unfamiliar.

•

Improvisational Exercise - While still providing part of a
sentence, we’ll expect you to come up with the rest. This is a bit
more demanding and requires more imagination and vocabulary.

•

Free Practice - Finally, put the grammar points to use for a
specific task, such as some kind of discussion, role-play or
storytelling. Your teacher will remind you to keep using the
grammar points you learnt, and correct you as needed.

How you will go through each lesson
 Your assignment and pre-class video for each lesson will be
posted to Google Classroom. There you will see what you
need to prepare in advance, as well as the exact material (1
to 4 grammar points) your teacher will cover with you in each
lesson.
 In each 120-minute lesson, the following material will be
covered by your teachers
• Vocabulary and Grammar Review (from your previous lessons)
• Main Grammar Points of the Lesson (using our flexible 3-tier
system)
• Sum-up and Assess (can we move on to the next module, or
do you need to keep working on this one? … plus integrated
pronunciation feedback.)

Anytime Mandarin Benefits
 Easier Commitment
• Modular Design
• Minimum Lessons Per Course

 Learn-till-You-Know
• You are entitled to unlimited retake of the same level in any
group class!

